GENERAL NOTICE

It has come to the notice of Embassy of India, Rome that some people have been speaking on behalf of the Embassy over social media platforms on issues related to the Indian community in Italy without the knowledge of the Embassy or its authorization.

Please be informed that such persons are misleading the Indian community. No private person/entity has anything to do with respect to the consular services being rendered to the Indian community by the Embassy of India, Rome.

The Embassy of India Rome has not authorized any representative or agency to provide services like passports, marriage/death/birth certificates, OCI cards and document attestations etc. The Embassy deals directly with the applicants who can approach the Embassy for any kind of help and assistance required.

Embassy officials can be contacted through the following contact details:

Tel: 0039 064884642-3-4-5 (during office hours)
Fax: 0039 064819539

Email: cons.rome@mea.gov.in

24X7 Emergency No. (for genuine emergencies only): 0039 3316142085.